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 And whatever you can think can be&#133;decaf. You head to save the display that's used you all week to
complete&#151;only to discover it's corrupt. Your bank slaps you with a $25 charge for overdrafting 25
cents&#133;You order a big coffee with milk and two sugars at the drive thru, and find yourself with a
large black&#151;WTF?Luckily for you, this reserve fills in the blanks and provides you humorous ideas for
how to proceed when life makes them say, "what the f*#! Rather than convert lemons into lemonade, this
book spits lemon juice into life's eye and gives it an excellent kick to the junk.Whether it happens at the
office or at home, out on the town or in the bedroom, life's most f*#!" Step-by-step, the authors take
readers through inventively therapeutic, occasionally illegal, always hilarious solutions to life's many
problematic situations.'ed-up situations are covered in this entertaining guide.?
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 I am bound to get multiple copies of this to give away to my friends and family! I've opened up it to
random web pages and each and every time it's made me laugh out loud.?? Can pick it up and begin in
anywhere and go through for what time you have available to read. How did I manage without this? Good,
funny book. You may want a little life knowledge for this publication to hit the proper spot. Good waiting
space or bathroom publication. ;)Arrived quickly, was in a box with other books and was well padded so the
books didn't get any damage from the shipping. Four Stars funny. I rate this reserve at 2 stars because
of the vulgarity in it. I bought this publication from Spencer's in 2008 and lost .for "that" person LOVE
IT!!! Among the funniest books I've read in a long long time.Great publication for a great laugh Extremely
funny if you need a good laugh this is a reserve for you I would recommend it my son and that is 19 loved
it I acquired it for him for Christmas he couldn't put it straight down he was laughing for hours and I'll be
great to carry with you on a long ride in the car of course if you're the passenger LOL I laughed out loud
The title of the book and the juxtaposition of this content is what makes this book so funny. Four Stars
they thought it had been funny This book is so funny This book is indeed funny Grade = A- Titles and
subjects are organized pretty good. Some of it is funny, but a whole lot appears like stuff made up to fill
space. Funny however, not a book for kids.. Not impressed The book is ok. I don't mind the sarcasm and
raunchy adult humor but the profanity in a few chapters is a bit much. The content is definitely funny and

storytelling is great. Either too far fetched or too ridiculous. Most of the stuff is certainly regarding men
but the likelihood of them occurring are slim to non-e. I could think of tons of WTF situations that really
perform happen. This is actually the funniest book ever.... I bought this reserve from Spencer's in 2008 and
dropped it. I known as it my "Bible" for some time. I got bored after about ten pages. Don't bother Dumb
and waste materials of my time Wtf? This book certainly hit me in the proper funny place. My teenage
daughter didn't find it quite as funny as I did. Really oh my gosh This book was and I really enjoyed it made
an extended day seem not so bad many thanks for writing it
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